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MODERNIZATION PROCESSES FOR AN IRRIGATION DISTRICT – THE CASE
OF SAN LUIS CANAL COMPANY
Alejandro Paolini 1
ABSTRACT
The San Luis Canal Company (SLCC) has been working in conjunction with the Irrigation
Training and Research Center (ITRC) on the modernization of the canal company’s facilities
since 2004. SLCC is located in the Central Valley of California and diverts its water from
the San Joaquin River at Sack Dam.
The modernization of the facilities has included considerable discussions with the company’s
board members, canal ditch riders, company’s maintenance personnel, a consultant
engineering firm and outside contractors. After some rapid appraisals were conducted the
company, installed a new SCADA system, built a new central regulating reservoir, provided
very good water level control at different key structures, installed flow control structures and
remote monitoring sites of flows in and out of the company’s service area. All these changes
intend to simplify the water delivery operation for operators and managers, provide more
flexibility for the farmers, reduce the districts spills, and decrease the pumping costs. This
paper will provide the basic strategies and guidelines for this on-going modernization
process.
INTRODUCTION
San Luis Canal Company obtains its water supply through an Exchange Contract with the
United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR). The Exchange Contract allows the Company
to receive its water through the Delta-Mendota Canal. Henry Miller Reclamation District No.
2131 (HMRD) was formed in year 2000. It works in conjunction with SLCC to deliver the
irrigation water and provide drainage to the company costumers. There are 86 water users in
the service area. The vast majority of the delivery facilities is now either owned by HMRD or
has a permanent easement. HMRD is in charge of operating and maintaining the canals and
drains.
As a member of the San Joaquin River Exchange Contractors, SLCC has an annual right of
163,600 AF in a “normal” year, and 123,000 AF during critical years. The actual deliveries
to farmers average 139,000 AF per year. HMRD also “wheels” water to U.S. Fish and
Wildlife, California Fish & Game, and to Grasslands Water and Resource Conservation
District.
The system is completely gravity canals, with some recirculation pumps. It is comprised of a
very old network of unlined canals and drains that were laid out on the contour over 100
years ago. Figure 1 shows how complex the layout of the system is. The gravity system is
complemented with 42 deep wells and 33 low-lift pumping stations to provide a level of
flexibility at the cost of high pumping costs, water quality issues, high volumes of water lost
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to operational canal spills and 24 hour calls in advance to order water and to shut the turnouts
off. Most of the check structures were flashboards before the modernization began.
The district has about 59 miles of main canals, and 98 miles of lateral canals. Flow
measurement to individual turnouts is measured with canal metergates. There are 1089
turnouts. In addition the district has 114 miles of surface drain ditches to maintain.
SLCC receives it water from the San Joaquin River into its main canal, the Arroyo Canal,
which is 17 miles long. This canal supplies 5 lateral canal systems located on the contour.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the district. The different canal colors show the separate canal
systems (Figure 1). All surface drainage flows that exit the district go back to the San
Joaquin River.

Figure 1. District Layout.
In 2004 the SLCC contacted the Irrigation Training and Research Center (ITRC) at Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo to conduct a rapid appraisal process (RAP) from which the first ideas and
strategies were set to start a modernization process to improve the flexibility. This first RAP
set the bases for an on-going modernization process that will be explained in this paper.
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Figure 2. Typical District Structures:
a) San Joaquin River at Sack Dam, b) Temple Santa Rita backup Weir, c) Typical furrow
irrigated field, d) Boundary Drain, e) Salt Slough Drain at Sand Dam.
THE PROCESS
The first RAP, provided a series of objectives:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Development of a conceptual operations plan that resulted in most of the flow rate
fluctuations being re-regulated. This involves having water available “on demand”
without needing to wait 12-48 hours before making flow rate changes at the heads of
those canals.
Conversion of many check structures to long crested weirs (LCWs) and ITRC Flap
gates to maintain tight control of water levels regardless of flow rate changes.
Installation of interceptor canals to pick up drainage water and excess water from
canals at designated spill/re-regulation points.
Construction of regulating reservoirs.
Computerization of control at key sites. At the inlets/outlets of the reservoir and at
flow control structures.
Installation of a SCADA system to allow an "Operations Supervisor" and the
ditchtenders to know what is happening at key points throughout the system.

During the first few months after the first RAP, SLCC implemented some of the
recommendations. Basically SLCC started installing flow measurement devices and
gathering water quality information throughout the district. Also a Global Positioning System
(GPS) equipment was purchased and surveys were conducted to develop good topography
and mapping data. Every check structure and canal heading was located and several key
elevation information collected. Every turnout gate was located, gate type and size
documented and field elevation data collected. All deep wells and low-lift pumping stations
were located. Combining the GPS information and a Geographic Information System (GIS)
maps were developed showing the location of all the important features so the information
started to be organized for the Canal Company's service area. New printing equipment was
necessary to appropriately present the new maps. A new color laser printer and a large color
plotter were purchased with that intension.
Interviews with the canal operator were conducted to learn about the operations pool-by-pool
and structure-by structure on flow capacities and to know where problem structures were.
Information about well salinity capacities and costs was collected and organized on a
monthly base. This helped develop an understanding on how much money is being spent on
the company and private wells, the rules that govern their operation, and the salt load that is
brought to the surface.
Graphs documenting how the water levels change with time combined with the surveying
information about the level change across the adjacent turnouts was extrapolated to estimate
how the flow rates to farmer’s fields vary with time un-intentionally. This helped to build a
case that everyone could understand. So the bases for the modernization process were set and
a roadmap was delineated with the desired goals to achieve as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

One person (the Operations Supervisor) observes flows at key points throughout the
district, looking where there are excesses and deficits of flow. Decisions are made on
an hourly basis as where flows into the heads of specific canals should be increased
or decreased. This is a real-time and coordinated approach to the water distribution
management throughout the district. This Operations Supervisor is responsible for
seeing that each ditchtender has sufficient water available at the head of his canals.
This task is performed either at the office on the SCADA system or from the
ditchtender pickup truck from a mobile SCADA-attached computer.
Several projects were identified and listed for improving the control of water
throughout the whole service area by recognizing that the benefits of upgrades in one
place will simplify the routing flows through other parts of the irrigation system.
The re-circulated water from most of the district is buffered in one centrally located
reservoir. This buffer storage provides the operations supervisor an opportunity to
calmly and effectively reassess the current supplies and deliveries, and the re-route
flows in an appropriate manner.
Drainage and canal spills from roughly 70% of the district are re-circulated at key
points through a few specific drains.
In the canals of the remaining 30% of the district, the supply is effectively located
downstream – shifting from Mendota Pool to the heads of those small canals –placing
a flexible supply very close to the farmer turnouts.
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Figure 3. Conceptual layout for the INFLOWS to proposed reservoirs.
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Figure 4. OUTFLOWS from the regulating reservoirs and re-locating the heads of upstream
canals.

Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual layout of the INFLOWS into three proposed buffer
reservoirs. Only the central regulating reservoir has been constructed so far.
Re-circulated water can be re-routed to the central reservoir from three sources: the Delta
System, the Poso Drain System, and the Box Car Interceptor Drain System. The last two
projects can be considered big-picture projects in their own right because they impact large
proportions of the service area and involve a number of sub-projects with a sequence of
construction activities. But both are reliant on having the central reservoir in place first.
Figure 4 illustrates the outflows from the regulating reservoirs which also allow the restarting of upstream canals with a controlled flow rate closer to the delivery turnouts.
Both Figures 3 and 4 are conceptual maps that demonstrate the big picture strategic concept.
But many individual actions in different canals and drains are inter-related components in the
overall modernization package that needed to be done jointly for the system to work as
envisioned. The actual implementation of the new management strategies using the reservoir
is a multi-year process, therefore the modernization projects were separated into phases.
Some short term actions for the first 3 years (2005-2008) focused on providing relevant
justifications and design details. It was decided to do some things first that would provide
significant advances to farmers and operators since building on the success of these initial
modernization projects was a key strategy to getting endorsements for future projects and for
seeking outside sources of funding. Since 2004 the district applied for grants to different
programs from the USBR and received roughly $770,000-for the study, planning and mainly
the implementation of the modernization process.
PROCESS PHASES
Phase 1 (Completed – 2004 -2005)
Installation of flow monitoring site at the Head of the Arroyo Canal

$41,017

Phase 2 (Completed – 2005 -2006)
Installation of flow monitoring site at Poso Slough (inlet)
Installation of flow monitoring site at Wood Slough (inlet)
Installation of flow monitoring site at Muller Weir (outlet)

$26,903
$30,308
$18,825

Phase 3 (Completed – 2006 - 2007)
Installation of LCWs and ITRC Flap gate on San Juan Canal, Delta & Swamp $77,413
Design of the reservoir, pumping stations and SCADA system
$95,000
Phase 4 (Completed – 2007 -2008)
Installation of five LCWs on the Midway canal system
Installation of one LCW and at the Pick Anderson North By-pass ditch
“Automation” of the Pick Anderson No. 1 Pump for water level control
Installation of flow monitoring site at San Juan Drain (inlet)
Phase 5 (Completed – 2008 -2009)
Land acquisition and Construction of the central reservoir
Construct new flow control structure for the West Delta Canal

$109,281
$40,099
$12,215
$30,500
$1,616,487
$152,604
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Construct new flow control structure for the Delta Canal
Installation of flow monitoring site in Salt Slough at Sand Dam (outlet)
Installation of flow monitoring site in Boundary Drain Dam (outlet)

$71,813
$61,492
$92,237

Phase 6 (Completed – 2009 -2010)
Installation of six LCWs and three ITRC Flap gate on the Delta canal system
Construct new flow control structure on the Arroyo Canal at Junction Weir
Install two new VFD-equipped pumping stations (Inlet- Outlet pumps)
Installation of one LCW at Sand Dam

$446,545
$135,161
$444,346
$137,320

Phase 7 (Completed – 2010 -2011)
Installation of 5 LCWs and 4 ITRC Flap gates in the T S. Rita canal system
Installation of new SCADA system
Installation of reservoir pumps flow meters
Automation at the Head of the Arroyo Canal

$195,330
$262,770
$84,760
$191,144

Phase 8 (In Progress –2012)
Automatic water level control at Sack Dam
Installation of a flow control structure on the Temple Santa Rita canal
Construction of the Eastside Conveyance-Poso Drain Re-circulation System
Installation of 4 LCWs in the Arroyo canal

$255,000
$170,000
$3,000,000
$885,000

Phase 9 (Future)
Construction of the Box Car Interceptor Drain System
Connecting more monitoring sites into the SCADA system
New dam and fish screen at Sack Dam
SCADA SITES
The central reservoir is the essential feature that ties everything together and its
implementation changed how the canal systems operated. First a SCADA Integration Team
was defined consisting of SLCC, Sierra Controls an Integrator with experience in irrigation
SCADA applications, Summers Engineering responsible for most civil works, an electrical
engineer hired by SLCC, and the ITRC.
The Central Reservoir SCADA project includes five sites for automatic control with remote
monitoring functions, and a base station at the district’s headquarters office. The SCADA for
the reservoir consist on the automated Inlet/outlet, Delta flow control Structure, West Delta
canal Flow Control Structure, the Poso Drain Emergency Spill, and the Office Base Station.
Figure 6 shows a map with the layout and location of the sites.
The project encompasses automated VFD-equipped pump controls, automated control of
canal sluice gates, electronic flow measurement devices, mobile interface terminals, and
computer and communications support systems at the office with alarming, report generation,
and data management capabilities.
The major components of the Central Reservoir SCADA system are the Remote Terminal
Units (RTUs) containing the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), the master base

station at the office, radio communications equipment, and various field instruments and
measurement devices.
The use of robust equipment and software conforming to standardized specifications, ensure
the implementation of a properly engineered SCADA system that is reliable and prepared for
future expansion.
The design of the new SCADA system was guided by the following overall requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open system architecture
A robust high-speed data radio network
Industry standard hardware components
System scalability
High system reliability with redundancy of critical systems
Configuration using off-the-shelf Windows-based software
Distributed environment with automatic recovery and restart

Site 1: Central Reservoir Inlet/Outlet
The Central Reservoir is a 200 acre-foot re-regulation reservoir in the middle of the district’s
irrigated service area. The reservoir is located at the division point of the Delta Canal and
West Delta Canal as shown in Figure 5. A SCADA system was designed for controlling six
(6×) automated pumps and three (3×) sluice gates at the Central Reservoir Inlet/Outlet. The
RTU, motor control panels, VFD panels, etc. was installed in a control building (temperature
controlled).
The conveyance capacity of the Delta Canal in the section adjacent to the reservoir is 150 cfs.
The West Delta Canal has a conveyance capacity and design flow rate of 150 cfs.
The reservoir’s active live storage capacity is 200 acre-feet to provide up to ±100 acre-feet of
operational buffer storage depending on the present water elevation in the reservoir.
Based on the water level in the reservoir and system demands, gravity or pumped flow occurs
in either direction. The maximum capacity of the pumps into the reservoir shall be 200 cfs
(future) and the pumps out of the reservoir are 100 cfs.
A drawing of the new Inlet/Outlet facilities at the Central Reservoir is shown in Figure 6.
The Inlet pumping plant consists of one (1×) 33-CFS, 75-HP (input HP to the motors) pumps
and two (2×) 36-CFS, 75-HP VFD pumps for the lift from the T-Pool. The Outlet pumping
plant consists of one (1×) 33-CFS, 75-HP (into the motors) pump and two (2×) 36-CFS, 75-HP
VFD pumps.
Four pumps at the plant are equipped with automated VFDs; the complete pumping station
automation programmed by ITRC was connected to the SCADA system. Later, the district
may add three (3×) 33 CFS inlet pumps. The automation programming was designed for the
eventual build-out, which will occur as the complete SLCC system is being modernized.
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Figure 5. Location map of the SLCC Central Reservoir SCADA System
The PLC and other SCADA components were designed to accommodate flow meters (4-20 mA) for
each pump.
The SCADA system at the Central Reservoir performs the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Automated control of a user-defined target elevation in the T-Pool
Remote manual operation of the Inlet and Outlet pumps
Remote manual control of the Inlet/Outlet gates to move to a target gate opening
Remote monitoring of system status (positions, alarms, pump status)
Remote monitoring of the water levels in the reservoir and canal pool
Remote monitoring of the canal flow rates
Remote monitoring of the temperature in the control building.

ITRC designed, modeled, troubleshoot, and supplied the control code, programmed in ISaGRAF. The
automated control of the reservoir inflows and outflows was based on maintaining a constant water
level in the adjacent canal pool. Final control constants for the PLC calls for a change in pump speed or
a change in gate opening corresponding to a desired change in flow rate. This requires PLC-based
control using a special ITRC control algorithm for the pumps and reservoir gates.
An unlicensed spread spectrum radio network (902-928 MHz; FHSS) is the communications
backbone for this system. Reliability of data transfer with a minimum of first-time transmission

failures is a high priority of the project. The antennas were installed on 40-ft tall towers secured in a
concrete footing.
SLCC constructed a control building at the reservoir site to secure the pump controls, RTU and
linked electrical components. The control building is totally enclosed and temperature controlled by
a conditioner/heater unit. All motor control panels, LCD panel, VFD controls, HOA switches,
pushbuttons, PLC, fused terminal panels, flow meter displays, etc. were wall-mounted in NEMA 4
enclosures inside the building.
The entrance to the control building has a double-door vandalism-resistant design with a steel-plated
outer door and locking hasp. An intrusion alarm connected to the PLC was installed to send an alarm
signal to the base station HMI whenever the entrance door is opened. The control building has a
work table and chairs for personnel to work inside with well-lighted conditions, with easy access to
the system for laptops, testing equipment, and tools. Documentation binders are maintained on-site
in designated holders.

Figure 7. Site plan drawing of the Central Reservoir Inlet/Outlet facilities
The RTU requires redundant sensor systems for measuring all analog sensors values. Redundant
sensor systems were provided for the following:

•
•
•
•

Water elevation in the reservoir
Water elevation in the canal pool
Water elevation on the downstream side of the sluice gates
Gate openings for 3× sluice gates

A total of 12× water level sensors are required according to the configuration shown in
Figure 9. In each sensor pair, there is one sensor of a different type (e.g., pressure
transmitter KPSI 730T pressure transmitter (±0.1% FS accuracy) or ultrasonic Siemens
Sitrans Probe LU transmitter 4-20 mA). All water level sensors were installed inside
separate stilling wells.
Reservoir level to determine
pump or gravity flow condition

Control target
and for sluice
gate automation

50’
2× sensors on d/s side of
sluice gates for automation

Sluice
gates
Pump 1
Bar Screen
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Figure 9. Configuration and layout of water level sensor at the Central Reservoir
Figure 10 shows a picture of the finished facilities at the central regulating reservoir.
Sites 2 & 3 Delta and West Delta Flow Control Structures
The Delta and West Delta Canals are medium-size irrigation canals that run along the
eastern and southern boundaries of the Central Reservoir. (Figure 6)
Figure 11 shows the new flow control structures in the Delta Canal and West Delta
Canals. The structures were retrofitted because in the new operational scheme with the
reservoir, the Inlet/Outlet (pumped and gravity) maintain a constant water level in this
pool by buffering ± flow discrepancies, and the Delta and West Delta canals “re-start”
with a target flow rate based on downstream demands. The West Delta flow control
structure is brand new. On the T pool, water is available on demand, within limits, from
the reservoir so canal operators can offer more delivery flexibility to growers.
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Figure 10. SLCC Central Regulating Reservoir. View of the Control Building, Pumping
Stations and Automatic Sluice Gates
The new structures operate as a flow control structures consisting of two metal sluice
gates each with electric gear-driven actuators, and high/low limit switches. The actuator
on each gate modulated by the PLC based on user-defined set points transmitted from the
HMI. The control logic moves one gate per control time step for precise control.
The SCADA system at the Delta and West Delta Canals perform the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Automated control of a user-defined target flow rate
Remote manual control of the sluice gates to move to a target gate opening
Remote monitoring of system status (positions, alarms, gate status)
Remote monitoring of the water levels in the canal pools
Remote monitoring of the canal flow rates

The automated control of the sluice gates is based on maintaining a constant flow rate
through the gates until a new target is entered into the system via the HMI or Operator
Interface Terminal (OIT). Final control constants for the PLC call for a change in gate
opening corresponding to a desired change in flow rate. This requires PLC-based control
using a special ITRC control algorithm for the gates.
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Figure 11. New flow control structures in the Delta (left) and West Delta Canals (right)
The district installed galvanized vandalism enclosures for the SCADA RTU at the Delta
flow control structure (Figure 11 left) and built a new control building for the West Delta
structure planning in the future Box Car re-circulation pumps (Figure 11 right).
The Delta and West Delta canals RTUs require redundant sensor systems for measuring
all analog sensor values. Redundant sensor systems were installed for the following:
•
•
•

Water elevation in the upstream canal pool
Water elevation in the downstream canal pool
Gate openings for 2× sluice gates

A SonTek Argonaut Side-Looking (SL) acoustic Doppler flow meter was installed. The
flow meters have an RS-232 serial cable that is installed in conduit from the flow meter to
the RTU. The installed flow meter system includes a Modbus interface to link the PLC and
radio modem in the RTU.
Site 4: Poso Drain Emergency Spill Gate
For emergencies with a high water level alarm in the T-Pool, an emergency spill gate
RTU and actuator were supplied by 24/48 VDC with a battery back-up system in the
event of an AC power failure. The district installed a vandalism enclosure with a RTU
adjacent to the gate with power connected at the existing pump station and utility service
pole. A spread spectrum data radio modem was connected to the PLC and programmed
transmits data to/from the office base station and the Central Reservoir. A Yagi
directional antenna was installed.
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Long Crested Weirs and ITRC Flap gates
By using LCWs and ITRC Flap gates rather than normal flashboard weirs as a control
structure, the water level variation over the crest was reduced by about 75%. (Figures 12
and 13). SLCC has successfully built twenty five LCWs of different sizes and installed
nine ITRC Flap gates at various locations in the canal system.
These structures are not an automated structure, technically speaking. However, when
properly designed and operated, the water level control can be equivalent to that achieved
with some sophisticated automation techniques.
Some of the benefits of the construction of these weirs and gates are:
a. Reduction of the fluctuations of the water level in the canals providing more
constant water deliveries through the canal turnouts located upstream of the
structures.
b. Good water level control and management practices improved the reliability and
the flexibility of the water deliveries.
c. Good water level control promotes accurate measuring and accounting of water.
e. Good water measurement facilitates accurate and equitable distribution of water
resulting in fewer problems and easier operation.

Figure 12. ITRC Flap gates TSR Canal Ext.

Figure 13. LCW Delta D/S HWY 152

CONCLUSIONS
SLCC started its modernization process by getting a Rapid Appraisal done, building a
work team and basing decisions on a strategic plan that took a relatively long time to
settle in all the participants minds. Sometimes was very difficult to keep everybody on
the same page. After the first steps showed the benefits and the improvements then the
projects became easier to implement and funds for construction were easier to get. Better
understanding through a water and salt balance and on the proposed ideas was necessary.
We learned many lessons throughout the design and implementation phases of the
modernization projects. Luckily SLCC and HMRD board of directors has been very
supportive to the modernization process especially after the implementation of the GIS
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and the construction of the firsts LCWs. The farmers literally loved the new structures
since they noticed their work in the field gets easier and more predictable.
Funds are the essence for the implementation of any kind of project. The funding support
from the USBR has been crucial for the success of the modernization process.
The implementation of the SCADA system was a long and relatively expensive process
but now that is implemented it is expanding rapidly on new applications making it a good
investment. Our modern system is new and I am sure some problems will rise and new
solutions will need to be found.
The success of this process is due to the directors and district manager’s willingness to
invest money to take some of the "art" of ditch tending away and to make the water
delivery an industrial process.
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